
 

“VIKING NEPTUNE” DELIVERED IN ANCONA 

Viking and Fincantieri cooperate on hydrogen fuel cell test 

Trieste, November 10, 2022 – “Viking Neptune”, the newest ocean cruise ship which Fincantieri 

has built for the shipowner Viking, has been delivered today at the shipyard in Ancona. The unit is 

placed in the small cruise ship segment. As its sister ships, she is about 47,800 tons, with 465 cabins 

to accommodate up to 930 passengers. 

“Viking Neptune”, ninth of this class, marks a quantum leap in the longstanding cooperation between 

Viking and Fincantieri for designing, delivering and operating environmentally considerate cruise 

vessels. The two companies, indeed, keep on cooperating for developing pioneering applications 

based on hydrogen fuel cells, aiming to achieve an increasing reduction of GHG emissions. 

“Viking Neptune” embodies the first result of such cooperation, as a hydrogen fuel cell module, with 

a nominal power of 100 kW, has been fitted on board as a test. Such installation is particularly 

important for tuning technological devices and developing rules and regulations for use of hydrogen 

on board a cruise vessel. 

This year Viking and Fincantieri have also strengthen their collaboration going beyond the joint R&D 

activity and aiming to develop large scale hydrogen applications, significantly contributing to the 

reduction of GHG emissions of the vessels. As a first step the two companies have designed an 

enlarged vessel configuration (to be applied to the vessels to be delivered after 2024), defining 

spaces and arrangements for accommodating the increased size of hydrogen tank, the fuel cell 

systems and relevant auxiliaries. The second step will be the development of a hydrogen-based 

generation system with a total power of about 6-7 MW, (the largest size ever tested on board a cruise 

vessel) and able to ensure smokeless port operation and slow steaming navigation. Such systems, 

once finalized, could be installed on the vessels under construction and, as far as possible, retrofitted 

on the vessels already delivered. 

With such joint project of cooperation, Viking and Fincantieri aim to maintain a position of 

technological leadership and to contribute to the future development of even more environmentally 

considerate cruise vessels. 

*   *   * 
Fincantieri is one of the world’s leading shipbuilding groups, the only one active in all areas of high-technology 

shipbuilding. It is a leader in the construction and conversion of cruise vessels, as well as in the naval and offshore vessels. 
It operates in the wind, oil & gas, fishing vessel and specialized vessel segments, as well as in the production of 
mechatronic and electronic marine systems, naval accommodation solutions and the provision of after-sales services such 
as logistical support and assistance to fleets in service. 
With over 230 years of history and more than 7,000 ships built, Fincantieri maintains its know-how, expertise and 
management centres in Italy, here employing 10,000 workers and creating around 90,000 jobs, which double worldwide 
thanks to a production network of 18 shipyards operating in four continents and with over 21,000 employees. 
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